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On dominated extensions in 
linear subspaoes of r!,. (X) • .(f).~ 
E.M. Alfsen and B. Hirsberg 
Introduction. 
The aim of this paper is to study extensions within a given 
linear subspace A of 1.?® (X) of functiore defined on a compact 
subset of the Choquet boundary oAX 9 in such a way that the ex-
tended function remains dominated by a given A-superharmonic func-
tion ! . (Precise definitions follow). Our main result is the 
possibility of such extensions for all functions in AIF provided 
F satisfies the crucial requirement that the restriction to F 
of every orthogonal boundary measure shall remain orthogonal 
(Theorem 4.5). Taking ! ~ 1 in this theorem we obtain that F 
has the norm preserving extension property (Corollary 4.6). This 
was first stated by Bj0rk [5] for a real linear subspace A of 
~~(X) and for a metrizable X . A geometric proof of the latter 
result was given by Bai Andersen '3]. In fact, he derived it 
from a general property of split faces of compact convex sets 9 
v~1ich he proved by a modification of an inductive construction 
devised by Pelczynski for the study of simultaneous extensions 
within ~(X) [12]. Our treatment of the more general extension 
property proceeds along the same lines as Bai Andersen's work. 
It depends strongly upon the geometry of the state space of A 
and Bai k1dersen's construction is applied at an essential point 
in the proof. Note however, that this is no mere translation of 
real arguments. The presence~ complex orthogonal measures seems 
to present a basically new situation. Applying arguments similar 
to those indicated above, we obtain a general peak set - and peak 
point criterion (Theorem 5. 4 and Corollary 5. 5) of which the latter 
has been proved for real spaces by Bj0rk [6]. In section 6 
(Theorem 6.1) it is shown how the Bishop- Rudin-· Carleson Theorem 
follows from the general extension theorem mentioned above. In 
section 7 we assume that A is a sup-norm algebra over X and 
study the interrelationship between our conditions on F and a 
condition introduced by Gamelin and Glicksberg ~9], ['10]. Finally 
we should like to point out that some related investigations have 
been carried out recentlyby Bri8m [7]. However 9 his methods are 
rather different. The geometry of the state space is not invoked, 
but instead he applies in an essential way a measureable selection 
theorem of Rao [14]. 
We want to thank Bai Andersen for many stimulating discus-· 
sions of the problems of the present paper. Also we are indebted 
to A.M. Davie for the counterexample at the end of section 7. 
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1. Preliminaries and notat~~· 
In this note X shall denote a compact Hausdorff space 
and A a closed, linear subspace of ~c(X) , which separates 
the points of X and contains the constant functions. 
The state space of A , i.e. 
s = (p E A* ,. p( 1) ::: IIPII = 1} ' 
is convex and compact in the w*-topology. 
Since A separates the points of X , we have a homeomorphic 
embedding t of X into S , defined by 
~ (x)( a) = a(x) , all a. E A • 
Similary we have an embedding '1' of .4. into the space 
A~(S) of all complex valued w*-continuous affine functions on 
S ; namely 
'f(a.) (p) = p(a.) ' all p E S • 
By taking real parts of the functions 'Y(a) we obtain the 
linear space of those real valued w~:·-oontinuous affine function's 
on S • which can be extended to real valued w*-continuous 
linear fm1ctionals on A* , and this space ~(S,A*) is dense 
in the space Am(S) of all real valued affine w*-oontinuous 
functions on S , (1, Cor.I.1.5]. 
We shall denote by M(X) , resp. r1i(s) • the Banach space of 
all complex Radon measures on X , resp. S ; by M+(X) resp. 
M+(s) the cone of positive (real) measures, and by Mt(x) resp. 
ut(s) the w*-compact convex set of probability measures. The 
set of extreme points of S will be aenoted by ~eS , and the 
phoquet ~oundar~ of X with respect to A is defined as the set 
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~ (x) E o S1 e . • 
From [13, p.38] it follows that o9 S c I(X) so that I 
maps oAX homeomorphically onto QeS • 
A measure ~ E M(S) is said to be a boundar_y measure 2n~ 
if the total variation 1~-tl is a maximal measure in Choquet's 
ordering of positive measures ~ 1 , ch.I, §3], [13, p.24]. A 
·a-~13 r 6 J boundary measure is supported by e L 1 , Prop.I.4. • For a 
metrizable X (and S) a measure !..1 E M(S) is a boundary measure 
if and only if I~J.I ( S \ oeS) = 0 • Vle shall denote by M( o8 S) 
the set of boundary measures on S (abuse of language). Observe 
that if J.1 E M(o6 S) , then the real and imaginary parts of J..l 
are .both boundary measures. The set of E_pndar;y measures on X 
is defined by 
where h.t denotes the transport of the measure u on X to a 
measure on S • For a metrizable X a measure u on X be-
longs to M(oAX) if and only if IJJI(X\.oAX) = 0. 
For every J.l E Mt ( S) we shall use the symbol r (jJ.) to 
denote the }L~r;ycen~ of u t i.e. the unique point in S such 
that a(r(u)) = J.J(a) for all a E Aw_(S) • The Choquet-Bishop-
de Leeuw Theorem states that each point in S is the barycenter 
of a maximal (boundary) probability measure [ 1 , Th.I.4.8). 
Accordingly we shall denote by u;(a8 S) the non-empty set of 
maximal (boundary) probability measures em S with ba:cycenter 
p E s • I!1or x E X we define H~( o AX) to be the set of all 
ll E ut<x) such that ~u E M;(x)(o0 S) • Equivalently, I{!~( o AX) 
consists of all J.1 E M~(oAX) such that 
a(x) = Jadt.J all a E A , 
I, 
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i.e. ~ renresents x with respect to A • Also we denote by 
the set of probability measures on all of X which re-
presents X in this vmy. Similary we denote by M;(s) the 
set of probability measures 011 s \Yi th barycenter p • The 
annihilator: of A in M(X) is the set 
AJ. = {I-! E M(X) I ;..t(a) ;::: 0 all a E A} 
Finally we shall use the symbol 0'3 (X) to denote the class of 
all complex valued bounded Borel fQ~ctions on X • 
2. A dominated extension theore~. 
------------------------
We start by proving a general dominated extension theorem, 
which may be of some independ~nt interest. In this connection 
we give the following: 
·~rinition 2.1. (1, is the class of all f E 03(X) such· that 
( 2. 1) J..l(f) = 9__. a.ll •. J..L E.. AJ. 
Clearly A c Q., 
Theorem 2.2. Let F be a closed subset of X for which 
------------~------------------~-----!1~ [a I F,_,_l _a---'E...__A..._} ..........;i_s_c~l..;,..o s __ ed in ~viE.)_ ; let a0 ~ A I F all<! 
~-rp: X ::_m.+u(co} be a stri.,9_1f}:t posi.t.ive l.s.c. function such 
.t]la t I.S:o ( x) I < cp~( x.,...)'---..;;.;(..;;.o;;..,r _ _;;_?-ll___x E F • 
(2.2) 
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P_ro..£_-t: Without lack of generality we can assume that cp is a 




(2.4) G =(a E A I !a(x)J < cp(x)J. 
Sj.nce t:p is 1. s. c. , G is an open subset of A • Since 
AIF is closed in '6Q:J(F) , we may apply the Open Mapping Theorem 
to the restriction map RF: A .... AIF • Hence GIF is an open 
subset of AIF • Furthermore GjF is convex and circled. By 
the Hahn-Banach Theorem we can find a measure v E M(X) with 
supp v c F such that 
(2.5) 
. Now we consider ~41 {X) equipped with the norm 
(2.6) !lfllq> = sup c-' !t~j L ' X E X} ' 
and observe that this norm is topologically equivalent with the 
customary, uniform norm. The dual of < ?bq:)<x>, n-!ler) is seen 
to be M(X) equipped with the norm !I~ !!cp = !!~II • 
It follows from (2.5) that the linear functional ~ on 
(2.7) all a E A • 
is bormded with norm !l~llq> _:: 1 • Now we extend ~ with preser-
vation of cp- norm to a bounded line.ar functional on (~c(X),!l-ner). 
This gives a measure p E Iti(X) ~ such that 
(2.8) s(a) = u(a) all a E A , 
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It follows from (2.2) and (2.8) that 
(2.9) 
From (2.7) and (2.8) it follovm that )J.- v E AJ. , and since 
a0 E 0.., we Shall have 
(2.10) 
This contradicts (2.9) and the proof is complete. 
3. Applications of the geometry of the state space. 
We shall consider compact subsets F of aAX satisfying 
one or the other of the following two requirements: 
(A. 1) 
We assume first (A. 1). We also agree to write 8_w= co(~(F)), 
~ 





(3.1) '*'F( ao) ( P) = p(a) , all p E SF 
where a E A ; a IF ::: ao • In fact' :l t follows by the integral 
form of the Krein·-IiliJiiiari· · · Theorem that p can be expressed as 
the barycenter of a probability measure on ~(F) , and hence that 
the particular choice of a is immaterial. 





and we note that these definitions are ~egitimate by virtue of 
(A.1). We also note that ~P(SF) = Mp(~(F)) for all p E S 
al1.d llp E M;( oeS) [ 3 , Lem. 1]. 
Clearly ao is an extension of ao to a function defined 
on all of X and if we think of ~ as an imbedding of X 
into s then - will in turn be extension of to a 
' 
ao an a . 0 
ftmction defined on all of S , More specifically 9 for every 
flx E M~(o.k.X) the transported measure ~~x is in M:(x)(oeS) 
and so 
~o< ~ (x)) 
which entails 
(3.4) 
Lemma 3.1. If F satisfies (A.1l and a0 E Alp..t.. then a0 E a. 
~: Let >. = lla01!F and define a 1 == Re 'fF(a0 ) + A • 
a2 = Im v' F<ao) + A • Then a1, a2 E Am_(S],)+ and for any pES 
and 1-lp E l':l;(oeS) 
At this point we shall appeal to the geometric theory of 
compact convex sets. It follows from the requirement (A. 1) that 
SF is a snJ.it .~ of s , and hence that 
ao(p) ~ ·~() A (p) I\ (p) = a1 Xs (p) + 1 a2 x8 p - I. Xs - i A Xs F . F F F 
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where all the functions on the right hand side are u.s.c. and 
aff:!_~ [ 1 , Th.II6.12], [ 1 , Th.II.6.18) (cf. also [ 2, Th.3.5]). 
-In particular a0 is a Borel function, and it follows from (3.4) 
that is a Borel function as well. Since the barycentric 
calculus applies to real valued u.s.c. affine function~ on S 




~o(p) p E S , 





. 1 J. J. J.= 
a.2 E -Im.+ + 
' 
a.3 E iii , a.4 E (-i)m.+ and 
pi E Mt(X) for i = 1,2,3,4 • Let pi E S be the barycenter 
of t)Ji and let O'i E M;i(oeS) for i = 1.2.3.4 • 
Since Y!:: t(X) we can transport O'i 
map ,-1 
' 
and it follows that the measures 
(real) orthogonal measures for i = 1,2,3,4 
Writing 
T = 
4 ,.,.-1 Ea.. 'i! a. 
i= 1 l. J. 
back to 
J.li - t-1 
X by the 
O'i are 
we obtain T E M( ~AX) and ..,_ - T E AJ. • In fact for every a E A, 
J ad ( J..l - T ) = J 'f ( a) d ( ~ ( ~ - T ) ) = . ~ a.1 J 'f ( a) d ( ~ 1-l i - a i) = 0 X S J.=1 - S 
Since J..l E A~ , we shall also have T E AJ.. and then 
TIF E AL by virtue of (A.1). Hence by (3.3), (3.4), (3.~: 
J a0 dJ.l = J a.~ ii djJ = J a0d(~ll) = ~ ~-·S ~0d(~JJ.) = X X S . i= 1 J. S J. 
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Hence a0 E a , and the proof is complete. 
We next turn to the less restrictive requirement (A.2). It 
follows by a slight modifioa tion of the proof of [ 1 , 'l'h. I I. 6. 12], 
that the requirement (A.2) imp11es that SF is a ]arallel:. face 
of s and hence that the function is affine [1 5 Th.12]. 
For every x E X we define 
(3.7) 
and we note that this definition is legitimate by virtue of (A.2). 
For x E X and J..lx E M~(oAX) we shall have: 
which entails 
(3.8) " -Xs o ~ = Xp 
F 
Applying (3.8) and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, 
we can prove. 
4. Extensions domina ted by _!._-_~2::]?_erharmonic fu..11ctions. 
Uo now proceed to the main theorem, but first we give some 
definitions. 
Definition 4 f 1 • A function 
"' : 
y 
.IL .... liu[x} is said to be A-
--·· 
_S,UJ2.BJ:h.?:_rmoni c if it satisfies 
(i) 
. t_. l.s.c • 
-
(ii) t (X) > J X~· dp =i. ' all X E X and 1-lx E M~(X) 
-----.-...... 
_Definition·4.2. Let F be a compact subset of X • F has 
the .?._lmost norm p;:_eserving c_x_t_eB§.i_~* T?_ronert_;y, if for each e > 0 
and a0 E AIF there exists a function a E A such that 
( 4. 1) 
If e can be taken to be zero in (4.1), then F has the 
nor~p~eserving extension.£ropertz. 
We shall need a criterion for the almost norm preserving 
extension property, which is essentially due to Gamelin [~,p.281] 
(cf. also Glicksberg [10, p.420] and Curtis :a·]). For the sake 
of completeness we present a short proof. 
Lemma 4. 3. A closed subset F of _X.. ]?._as the almost norm pre.:. 
~e~ving extension 2ropert~~or each o E A~ 
(4.2) 
Proof: The almost norm preserving extension property is tanta-
mauntw the equality of the uniform norm on AIF and the exten-
sion norm: 
--
In this norm Alp is isometrically isomorphic to the 
quotient space A/p.t. where F.t. = (a E A I a E 0 on F) . and 
' 
we are to prove that the canonical imbedding p: AjpJ. 
_. AIF is 
an isometry from the quotient norm to the 1.miform norm. By dua-
lity (i.e, by Hahn-Banach) we may as well prove that the trans-
posed map p* is an isometry. P.eprescnting the occuring func-
tionals by measurest we can translate this statement into 
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(4.3) ihf !!~ + o!l :: inf ~)J + vii , 
cr EAJ.. v E (AlFr'-
all )J E M(F) 
To prove that (4.2) implies (4.3), we consider measures 
J.l E r.J( F) , cr E kL and an arbi trarJ' c > 0 • Also we can choose 





which completes the proof. 
\le remark for later purposes that for 1-l E M(F): 
(4.4) 
J?ro_.E.osi tion 4.4. If :p i!:L .• ?-~<?2B.2...::..c .. t .:'?-l!..~ct of ..J.AX satisfy.i._~ 
JJ\.. 1 LJ . • then F has the a}E~_!.._P.2El'l.2~~-~~ing extension pro_p~"S7.· 
J?_:z:oo_:f: By Lemma 4.3 a..YJ.d thu above ret1ark (4.4), it suffices to 
prove that for every cr f A~ 
Let o E AJ. , and a0 E Air uith l!a0 11·p ~ 1 • Applying 
Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
o = 0(i0 ) = JFa0dcr + Jx,~od~ , 
such ·Lhat 
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which completes the proof. 
If F is a compact subset of oAX satisfying (A. 1) , then 
AIF is a closed subspace of ~~(F) In fact, AIF is isome-
trically isomorphic to A/pl . 
We are now able to state and prove the main theorem. The 
proof of this theorem is essentially based upon Theorem 2.1 and 
the technique developped by Bai Andersen C 3 ]. 
Theorem 4.5. Let F be a compact subset of ~X satisfying 
(A. 1) , i.e. 
Let a0 E A IF and let 1J.r be _?._~_tri_ctly positive A-super:-
harmo_!!!.c function on X such t.h~'t_J aolzJl_;;..__...j~(..,.x,k)_ .... f ,o_r......;..a.-l..;;;l_x_E ___ F~ 
Then there exists a function a E A such that 
(ii) I a(x) I .:: ·Hx) all X E X • 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume w to be boun.cl.E:d. 
Since F satisfies the requirement (A.1), AIF is closed and 
a.0 E a. 
Thus by Theorem 2. 1 we 
such that I a0(x) I < ·:P (x) 





all X E 
such that 
a0 to a function a0 E A 
X , whenever cp is a 
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ja0(x)l < ~(x) for all x EX. 
Applying this to the ftmction cp1 ::: 2* , we can extend a0 
to a function a1 E A such that !a1(x)f < 2ljr(x) for all x EX. 
Now define 
The function cp2 is strictly positive on all of X • For 
x E F we have ~2 (x) = 2't(x) ~ and hence for an arbitrary x E X: 
I a0 (x): = I J a 0 d!Jx I .:: J I a0 I dJ..Ix ,:: J 'J'd!-lx < J 22 ( v -2- 11 a 1 1 )d/Jx F F F . X 
= 2 2 ( J X~ dux - 2- 1 J X I a 1 I dJlx ) ~-=: 2 2 ( v ( x ) - 2- 1 I J X a 1 dJ..lx I ) 
= 22(v(x)- 2- 1 1a1(x)j) • 
all X E X • 
By Theorem 2.1 we can choose a2 E A such that 
Assume for induction that extensions a 1 , ••• ,an E A have 
been·constructed such that 
p-1 
[ 2P ( o/ - J.: 2-r I ar!)] = ~P ' 
r=1 
p = 2, ••• ,n, 
and define 
The function ~n+ 1 is strictly positive by induction hypo-
thesis. For x E F we shall have 
2n+1(l\f(x)- ~ 2-rla0 (x)l) ~ 2n+ 1(f(x)- i 2-r~(x)) = 2~(x) r=1 r=1 
such that ~ (x) = 2t(x) 
n+1 
Hence for an arbitrary x E X 
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for all X e X 
Again by Theorem 2,1 we can choose an+1 E A such that 
Continuin~ in this way we obtain a sequence (a }00 c. A ~ n n=1 
such that for n = 1,2, ••• 
(i) an IF = ao 
n 
(ii) t(x) - l:2-rla(x)j 
r::::1 r 
(iii) II an II < 2 sup * (x) • 
- xEX 
By (iii) the sequence 
x -r 
and a = r 2 ar E A • 
r=1 




> 0 ' all X E X ' 
is uniformly convergent 
and it follows from 
This completes the 
Taking ~ - 1 in Theorem 4.5 we obtain the following: 
~~~lary 4.6. Let F be-~~~~~ s~bset of ~AX satisfyin~ 
~A.1}., i,.e. 
p E 1-o1..(~A X) n A .1. _ _:::_.H._h,~-~ufl:..~J 
then F 
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f:tem§!k. In the proof of Theorem 4.5 we have actually proved 
slightly more than was stated. The A-superharmonicity of the 
function ,!: was used just once 9 namely in the verification that 
lao (x)! < 'Pn+1(x) for n :::: 1 9 2 9 •• 0 and all X E X . However 9 
if X is a point of X such that 
11 E M~(oAX) => 11 (F) :::: 0 9 X 
then by definition ao(x) = 0 9 and there is nothing to verify. 
Hence 9 Theorem 4. 5 subsists if 1!1 ~ X _, .l!R+ U [::o1 is allowed 
to be a l.s.c. function such that 
for all_ points X E X for which llx on I 0 for some 
'J.x E M~ ( o A X) • 
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5. A -.,eak set theorem ----~~---------------
In this section we shall deal with compact subsets F of 
?JAX satisfying the requirement{A.2). For such an F we define 
the function XF as in (3. 7). 
~osition 5.1 I.f F ~-s__a~~.1:.~-~- su~~t of ~AX satisfyin~ 
(A. 2)? the_n_t_h_e __ A_-_c_o_n_v_e_x __ h_u!l,.~. F -...:~~!._al to the set o.f all 
x ~ X such that XF(x) = 1 • 
Proof: By definition, the A- convex hull of F is the set 
(5.1) ____ F.~ . = {x E X ja(x) I .::: llaiiF ~ all a E A} 
We first assume that XF(x) = 1 
~x E M~(?JAX) • Then we obtain for every a E A , 
Ja(x) I = IJXa dJ.!xl ~ J fafdl.lx ~ llaiiF 
F 
such that A X E F ~ 
for 
Next assume that Xp(x) < 1 • 
~(x) and 
This implies that ~(x) f. ST.\ • 
~ 
Hence we can separate SF by a w*-continuous linear 
fUnctional on A* i.e. there exists a .function a E A and an 
a; E li such that 
Re V{a)(9(x)) > ~ > Re t(a)(SF) ~ 0 , 
and hence again 
Re a(x) > ~ > Re a(F) ~ 0 • 
Now, £or sufficiently large 6 E m+ , the function a+ 6 E A 
satisfies 
la(x) + 61 > 6 + 4 > )a(y) + 81 all y E F • 
In factt it suffices to tako 
·- 17 -
2 _? 
0 > y + fT- aP 
a - S 
where 
$=max [Re a(y) I y E Fl <a , y =max [lim a(y) I jy e F} 
Hence 
!Ia + oiiF < la(x) + ol 
i.e. x% FA , which completes the proof. 
Lemma 5.2. Let F be a compact subset of oA~ satisfying (A.2) 9 
for which AlF is closed in cgC!J..;.(_F.:..) __ L_e_~t __ $:-.._b_e_a_s_t_r_i_c_t_ly;;;.. 
positive A - superharmonic function on X such that 1 _:: $(x) 
for all x E F . 
Then there exists a function a e A such that 
(5.2) .::iF = 1 9 I a(x) I .'S ~ (x) all x E X 
Proof~ Since XF is an element of a and AIF is assumed to 
be closed in cf6 C!J(F) ? we can use Theorem 2. 1 with ao E AIF ? 
ao § 1 • Now using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 
4.5 we obtain a function a E A satisfying ( 5 • 2 ) • 
Lemma 5.3. Let F be a compact subset of oAX satisfying (A.2) 9 
and let G be a compact s.ubset of X'\. FA . Then there exists 
an A - superharmonic function ~ on X such that: 
(i) ~Hx) = 1 for all X E FA 
(ii) I* (x) I < 1 for all X E G 
(iii) 0 < \jl(x) < 1 for all X E X • -
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Proof: We write SG = co(9?(G)) and claim that SF n SG = ¢ . 
To prove this, we assume for contradiction that there exists 
A 
a Po E SF n SG , and we recall that XsF is u.s.c. and affine 
(since SF is a parallel face) and that Xs 
F 
by formula (3.8). Now we obtain 
is related to 
1 = ~S (p0 ) = max ~S (p) = max ~S (p) = max yF(p) . F p E SG F p E <li(G) F p E G 
By Proposition 5. 1 ~ this contradicts the hypothesis G n F/\= ¢, 
and the claim is proved, 
Now there exists a number 6 such that 
1\ 
max Xs (p) < 6 < 1 , 
P E SG F 
and hence we can define two disjoint convex subsets of A* xlli 
by the formulas: 
(5.3) 1\ p E s 9 a E JR 9 o < a < Xs ( P ) } 
F 
(5.4) 
The set F0 is compact and the set F1 is closed. Hence 
we can use Hahn-Banach separation to obtain a function b E A 
such that 
1\ Xs (p) < Re ~(b)(p) , 
F 
all p E S , 
and 
Re ~(b)(p) < 6 < 1 all p E SG . 
The function 1!f =Re (b) A 1 is A- superharmonic and 
satisfies (i), (ii) m~d (iii). 
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Theorem 5. 4. Let X be a metrizable ~mpa.c!_ Hausdo_Eff spa~ 
and let F be a compact subset of oA~--~~atisfies (A.2) 
and for which AIF is closed. Then there exists a function 
a E A such that 
( 5. 5) all 1\ x E X'-.... F , 
i.e. the A -convex hull of F is a peak set. 
Proof: By metrizability F/\ is a G0- set, and we can write 
1\ OJ 
X "-.F = u~ 1 ~ , where Kn is closed. 
Now we use Lemma 5. 3 to obtain strictly positive A- super-
harmonic functions •1• on X such that 
"'n 
for all for all 
n = 1,2, ••• 
and ~~ (x) < 1 
n -
for all x E X • It follows from Lemma 5.2 that 
there exist functions an E A such that aniF = 1 and 
I an ( x ) I _:: * n ( x ) 
Now the function 
for all x E X . 
OJ 
a = 2:: 
n=1 
satisfies (5.5) and the proof is complete. 
Remark~ Actually the conslusion of Theorem 5.4 subsists under 
more general assumptions. The motrizability of X was only 
invoked to make F/\ a G0 - set. In particular we shall have 
the following~ 
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Corollary 5.5. Let x ~..2.AX be a G0_:__point satisfying (A.2)_ 9 
i.e. 
1-l E M ~X) n A J. => 1-l ( [x }) = 0 9 
then x is a peak point for A • 
Finally we remark that if X is a metrizable compact 
Hausdorff space and F is a compact subset of oAX satisfying 
the stronger condition (A.1) then the A- convex hull of F is 
.a l? e al._t s e t . 
6. Relations to the Bishop-Rudin-Carleson Theorem. 
In the present chapter we shall consider a compact subset 
F of X satisfying the requirement 
(B) 
Clearly (B) is more restrictive than (A. 1) 9 and §. fortiori 
than (A.2). Note also that (B) implies F c oAX since 
M~(X) = [ex} for all X E F 
If X f. F and 1-lx E M~(X) 9 then 8 -X 1-lx E A.!. • Now the 
requirement (B) implies (e -X 1-lx) IF = 0 such that 1-lx(F) 
By the definition (3.2) we shall have a0 (x) = 0 • Hence 
( 6 0 1 ) 
Transferring to the state space and making use of (3.8) 9 
we observe that the function 1\ Xs F 
takes the value zero on 
= 0 
<2 (X'\ F) • Geometrically 9 this means that the canonical embedding 
P ~ X ---~ S maps F into the (compact) split face SF= co( iii (:B1 )) 9 
• 
and X\ F into the complementary (G 6-) face SF (cf. [2 9 Cor.1.2]). 
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It ~allows from (6.1) that and by Proposition 5.1 
1\ 
we obtain F = F • Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.4 
that AfF is a closed subspace of ~m(F) ~ and it follows from 
(B) that (AIF)L = (0) • Hence Alp = ~m(F) • Also it follows 
from the results of chapter 5 that if F is a G6 , then it is 
a peak set. 
In other words: If F satisfies (B) then it is an inter-
polation set; and if in addition it is a G0 ,then it is a peak-
}nterpQlation set. 
Finally we note that we may apply Theorem 4.5 in the form 
stated in the Remark at the end of §4 , to obtain: 
Theorem 6.1. (Bishop-R~din-Carle~on) Let F be a compact ~u~-
set of X 
-
satisfying (B), i.e. 
tJ. E AJ. => tJ.IF = 0 
let fo E qg~(F) 9 and let ~ : X _.JR.+ u (co} be a strictly posi-
tive l.s.c. function such that jf0ix)j :5 1V{x) for all x E F. 
Then there exists an a E A such that aiF = f 0 and 
ja(x)l ~ *(x) for all x EX. 
Remark: Theorem 6.1 is the most general form of the Bishop-
Rudin-Carleson Theorem. Originally Bishop stated and proved this 
theorem for a continuous function ~ and strict inequality sign 
[4] . Appealing to the inductive construction of Pelczynski [12] 9 
Semadeni improved it to the form stated above [16]. (Cf. also 
Michael- Pelczynski [11, p. 569]). 
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7. The sup-norm algebra case. 
In this section we shall assume that A is a sup-norm alge-
bra, and we shall consider two new requirements on a compact sub-
(G. 1) 
(G.2) 
Clearly (B) implies (G.1) and (G.2) , and each one of 
these implies (A. 1). In fact 9 (G. 2) implies (A. 1) since 
~~FA= ~~F for every ~ E M(oAX) [3, Lem.1.]. 
In [9] and [10] Gamelin and Glicksberg have dealt with the 
requirement (G.1), and from their works we shall adopt the 
following~ 
pefinition 7.1. Let F be a compact subset of X and let t > 0. 
AIF is said to have the property Et if the following conditions 
holds: 
Given f E AIF with llfiiF < 1 and a compact subset G of 
X \F there exists an extension g E A of f such that 
llgllx < max(1, t} 9 I g(x) I < t all X E G • 
The extension constant e(A,F) of F associated with 
is defined by the formula: 
( 7. 1 ) e(A,F) = inf(t ! A!F has property Et} 
If AIF has property Et for no t 9 then we define 
e(A,F) = co • 
AIF 
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The connection between the extension constant and the require-
ment (G.1) is expressed in the following~ 
Theorem 7.2. (Gamelin-Glicksberg). Let F be a compact subset 
of X . Then the following conditions are equivalent~ 
(iii) F is an intersection of peak sets for A . 
Proof: See [9] and [10] • 
groposition 7.3. Let F be a sup-norm algebra over X and let 
F be a compact subset of aAX satisfying the requirement (A.1). 
Also let G be a compact subset of X' F/\ and let 8 > 0 • Then 
there exists a function a E A such that 
(i) a(x) = 1 for all x E F/\ 
( i i ) I a ( x ) j_ < 8 f o :r all x E G 
(iii) l!allx = 1 
Proof: Choose 1jT as in Lemma 5.3 and let ao E AIF ? ao - 1 • 
Using Theorem 4.5 we obtain a function b E A such that 
biF = 1 
' 
I b(x) I .:S ljl(x) for all X E X . 
Clearly b(x) = 1 for all X E F/\ and lb(x)l < 1 for all 
X E G • Now choose a natural number n such that lib II~ < 8 
and define n a = b • The proof is complete. 
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We are now able to clarify the connection between (A.1) 
and the extension constant of FA • 
Theorem 7.4. Let A be a sup-norm algebra over X and let F 
be a compact subset of Then 
F satisfies (A.1) i.e. 
A 
e(A,F ) = 0 if and only if 
Proof: By virtue of Theorem 7.2 and the fact that ~~FA= ~~F 
for every ~ E M(oAX) , if follows that 
(A. 1). 
implies 
Now assume (A. 1) and let a0 E A I FA with II a0 !1FA = lla011F < 1 • 
Let G be a compact subset of X' FA and let e > 0 • We choose 
b E A such that llbllx = lia0 !1F and biF = a0 1F according to 
Corollary (4.6), and we choose hE A according to Proposition 
(7.3) i.e. 
for all x E G 
and llhllx = 1 • Then we define a = h • b E A Now, a is a 
norm preserving extension of a0 and la(x)l < e for all x E G. 




e(A,F ) = 0 . 
E 
E: 
for all e > 0 , and so we have 
Thus we see how the requirements (A.1) 9 (G.1) and (G.2) are 
related for sup norm algebras. (A.1) and (G.2) are always equi-
valent for every compact subset F of oAX 9 and if in addition 
F is A- convex, then they are equivalent to (G.1). This is 
not always the case even if A is an algebra and F satisfies 
(A.1), as can be seen from the following example 
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Example 7.5. (The "Tomato Can Algebra"). 
Let X cJR x ® be defined as [(t,z)lt E [0,1], lzl ~. 1} ; 
let A be the sup-norm algebra consisting all functions f E ~(X) 
such that f(O,z) is analytic for lzl < 1 ; and let 
F = ((O,z) I I z I = 1} . Then F satisfies (Au 1) and 
Ft\ = ( ( 0 9 z) I I z I < 1 } • 
Proof: We first note that: 
Hence the Shilov boundary o8A = oAX is all of X ' and it 
also follows that X is the maximal ideal space MA of A. 
If G is a compact subset of X' ((O,z) I I z I .:: 1 } 
' 
then G 
is a peak interpolation set for A and AIG = ~® (G) • Hence 
if ~ E A1 then ~~G = 0 • 
for all ~ E AL . 
In other words supp ( ~) c [(O,z) I lzl .:S 1 } 
F 
Now assume ~ E M(oAX) n A1 • 
satisfies (A.1) but trivially 
Then ~~F = ~ E AL • Hence 
Ft\ = ( ( 0 , z ) I I z I ,::: 1 } ; and 
the proof is complete. 
This example shows also that (A.1) and (G.1) need not be 
equivalent even if we consider A as a sup-norm algebra over the 
maximal ideal space or the Shilov boundary. 
Finally we remark that if X is a compact subset of ~ and 
A= R(X)I 0x then the two conditions (A,1) and (G.1) are equi-
valent since F = Ft\ for every compact subset F of oAX • 
_,,_ 
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